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Chandigarh, July 1:- The Commonwealth Express train will arrive at 

Chandigarh Railway Station on July 2, 2010 and will halt for 2 days. 

Finance Secretary-cum-Secretary IT, Mr. Sanjay Kumar would 
inaugurate the Chandigarh section of the exhibition at 10.30 am 

tomorrow. The train is designed to promote the 2010 Delhi 

Commonwealth Games and has 11 coaches– five of which feature 

rare Commonwealth Games memorabilia and six of which are 
devoted to showcasing Information Technology initiatives. 

Apart from showcasing central IT applications, there will be 7 

slots dedicated to showcase the IT projects in the states of UT 

Chandigarh, Haryana and Punjab. Department of Information 
Technology, Chandigarh Administration and National Informatics 

Centre, Chandigarh UT Unit will showcase the Citizen Centric 

initiatives undertaken in transforming the lives of the citizens, thus 

making it more comfortable and convenient.  

Major citizen centric initiatives undertaken by the Chandigarh 
Administration include e-Sampark, e-Jan Sampark and Gram 

Sampark centres providing a bouquet of services for the benefit of 

citizens. Chandigarh Administration has also recently started smart 

card based Ration cards for Public Distribution System, in which 
biometric technology has been used for verifying the beneficiaries 

and then issuing the commodities through Point of Sale terminals 

installed in the Fair Price shops. For Driving Licenses and Vehicle 

Registration, Chandigarh Administration is giving smart card based 
certificates with Key Management System. Chandigarh 

Administration has also recently started e-Procurement system for 

tender processing, a security audited and certified software, making 

the whole process more transparent and fast. Chandigarh 

Administration looks forward to an active participation by citizens 
and providing their valuable suggestions by way of  

Suggestions/Feedback form, made available in the exhibition, so as 

to provide more services and facilities in the times to come.  

It may be noted that the train was flagged off by Ms. Mamta 
Banerjee, Railway Minister on June 24, 2010 from Delhi. The train 

shall make around 50 stops all over India before returning to Delhi 

on October 2. 
 


